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St Columba Anglican College // 244 seat retractable system / merlot seat

MULTI-PURPOSE SEATING TAKEN TO NEW HEIGHTS

Interseat is a leading education
infrastructure specialist taking a different
approach to seating.
Is your school currently spending excessive time and resources setting up
stackable seating for events in your multi-purpose space or school hall? It’s not
only time consuming but can become an OH&S risk to your staff, not to mention
that plastic removable seating is not the most comfortable to sit on.
Rather than just a place to sit your audience, Interseat believes seating is an opportunity
to optimise your facility’s multi-functional space and change the way you operate.
Interseat seating systems provide your audience with the viewing experience they deserve, and
the flexibility, quality, aesthetic and practicality you need. They specialise in the highest quality
products and outstanding customer service that makes them your trusted project partner from initial
concepts through to the ongoing service of your completed system. After-service care is a priority, from
the first complimentary service, through to all continuing services and backed by a generous warranty.
Designing customised compliant multipurpose spaces
Interseat’s retractable seating systems are designed to provide seating when seating is required and floor
space when it is not.
This incredible flexibility creates very versatile spaces. There are several different types of units, available
including fixed, travelling and mobile. All Interseat’s retractable seating systems are custom designed to
suit each individual project.
Importantly, retractable seating design requires site specific dimensions to be used in combination with
engineering limitations, customer needs and expectations, as well the existing infrastructure on site.
In addition, the design must comply with the National Construction Code - Building Code of Australia –
Volume One. Where the Building Code is silent on an aspect of design, Interseat designs are certified to
the European Code BSEN 13200-5-2006 Spectator Facilities - Part 5: Telescopic Stands.
This means you can be more than confident that the Interseat team has the expertise and
experience to ensure your project meets or exceeds all the relevant requirements.
Creating spaces safely and efficiently
For school assemblies or major events, many schools bring loose seats out of storage and set
the seating up in rows. For schools with more than 1500 students, the set-up is extremely
time consuming and involves the labour of many members of staff. When events are
concluded, the seating must be stacked up again and moved back into storage.
Clearly this is a very time consuming process. Moving seating and stacking seats
from heights requires awkward lifting away from the body and poses a high risk of
back injury or muscle strain.
Retractable seating and Interseat’s auto opening and closing seats, not only
eliminate the OH&S risks of manual lifting, but provide a super-efficient
system where 1000 seats can be extended and fully utilisable in less than
five minutes.
Beaconhills College VIC | 190 seats | retractable system | merlot seat

interseat.com.au 1300 798 769

Kardinia International College has a major multipurpose
building that is extensively used for a large variety of school
functions. Typically, staff would seat up to 1400 people and the
time for setting up and labour involved was a massive tax on
resources. Kardinia engaged Interseat to design and install a
retractable seating system that would halve their set-up time,
reduce labour and at the same time greatly enhance the multiuse options for the space.

Interseat has installed an excellent system which is
easy to use, is quick to roll out and equally retract
back in and looks fantastic. The 727 seat Interseat
system has been an outstanding addition to our
multipurpose facility.
Catherine Lockhart,
Principal,
Kardinia International College

Kardinia International College VIC | 727 seats | retractable system | crest seat

OVER $1,500 in total value!
For the first 12 genuine enquiries Interseat is offering:
Free Site Evaluation Package (Value of $1500)
Scheduled visit
Site measure and evaluation of optimal seating

Development of concept drawings
Development of “an obligation free quote”
Followed through by approved experts

Email sales@interseat.com.au

We installed a 130 seat
W
retractable seating unit for
our assembly hall. The quality
of workmanship with this unit
is great and the installation
process worked smoothly.
Ken was very thorough with
measurements onsite to ensure
the unit would provide the
maximum amount of seating
and at a cost effective price.
e.
Neville,
Bursar,
Girton Grammar School

Girton Grammar School | 130 seats | retractable system | merlot seat

